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Dear .....,

This message builds on the two prior messages I sent regarding Tu B'Av (attached). 

As mentioned, Tu B'Av has many applications and traditions associated with it that are parallels/foreshadowings
for the rapture. I'll list the ones we haven't shared prior in this context and some new info regarding the ones we
have shared. I'll start with the conclusion :-) because I've noted a red thread in all the narratives associated with
Tu B'Av: 

Red thread in Tu B'Av's tapestry | Reintegration of those set apart and willing to go out, by faith

The impetus for the great joy connected to Tu B'Av lies in the common thread that runs through many of the
naratives we shared and those listed below. Rav Reiss notes that in each of these cases, there is an element of
reintegration of some group within the whole of the People of Israel and with the Father, recreating the unity that
lies at the core of our nationhood. The group is first set apart and then, after trials and tribulation (judgement too)
is reintegrated when they repent, turn, become obedient and step out 'by faith. Roadblocks are removed and
reunification with the Lord, private unions and prior fellowship are restored.
Source

Rising from the grave | Death curse broken  | Tied to the sin of the golden calf
May reflect the dead in Christ rising before us

One of the most compelling is that the Jews while wandering in the desert were according to the Midrash
commanded by Moses to sleep in their graves as punishment for not believing the spies who were sent to scout
out the promised land. The Jews who slept in their graves each year would arise from their graves and discover
that 15,000 of the older generation had died in the night. This continued to happen until all of the older generation
had died off. Tu B'Av was celebrated because they knew that at long last they were freed from the curse of the
grave (literally came up from their graves) and free to enter the promised land under the leadership of Joshua. We
all know that the name of Jesus is derived from Joshua. I suspect we all are aware that there is a parallel between
the promised land and Heaven. The land flowing with milk and honey. 

In this vein, the Sfat Emes points out, Tu B’Av is the day of forgiveness for the sin of the spies as Yom Kippur was
the day of forgiveness for the sin of the golden calf. Thus it is tied to full redemption and entry into the promised
land, symbolizing their pre-ordained inheritance. 

In like manner our judgment will be lifted (dis-appointed) and our royal and prietly inheritance as brethren of the
Lord will be restored when we are remembered unto Him.

Note the maidens were orphans 
Like we are, separated from our spiritual mother Jerusalem 

While the Jews wandered in the desert for forty years, female orphans without brothers could only marry within
their tribe, to prevent their father's inherited land in the Land of Israel from passing on to other tribes. On the
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fifteenth of Av of the fortieth year, this ban was lifted. (See Daughters of Zelophehad.)

Snatched | Harpazo synch

The tribe of Benjamin was allowed to snatch brides on Tu B'Av and that the word "snatched" in the Septuagint is
"harpazo"! The same word "harpazo" we already know is a word associated with the rapture!
The celebration of Tu B'Av became closely associated with courtship, marriage and the the triumph of life over
death. And now I've found that some rabbis link it with marriage of the Messiah.  In another post I quoted an
esteemed rabbi, rabbi Lubavitch, on this related topic!

Backtracking to Ruth | She stayed with her mother in law until the end of the wheat harvest and then went
with Boaz (Booaz is one of the DNA pillars too)

Ruth 2:23, "So she kept fast by the maidens of Boaz to glean unto the end of barley harvest and of wheat harvest;
and dwelt with her mother in law." Ruth stayed with her mother-in-law until the end of the wheat harvest and then
left her mother-in-law to live with her new husband Boaz.

Third day readiness pattern

Exodus 19:11
And be ready against the third day: for the third day the Lord will come down in the sight of all the people upon
mount Sinai.

Esther 4:16; 5:1
On the third day — After fasting, Esther puts on royal apparel and enters the palace of the Persian king in order to
thwart adeath-plot against her people, the Jews

Micah 

Micah 7, a hint from Scripture as to the timing of the Rapture:
What misery is mine! I am like one who gathers summer fruit at the gleaning of the vineyard; there is no cluster of
grapes to eat, none of the early figs that I crave.2 The faithful have been swept from the land; not one upright
person remains. And then in verse 4, Micah says, "The day God visits you has come, the day your watchmen
sound the alarm. Now is the time of your confusion."  In the fruit harvest, the grapes are first to ripen, so the first
ripe of the grapes is the time the "good man" disappears from the earth. 

Matthew

Matthew 24:38 “For as in the days that were before the flood, they were eating and drinking, marrying and
giving in marriage, until the day that Noe entered into the ark”
Tu B'Av - end of wheat season/firstfruit of grapes (to be fulfilled at first Rapture of the Church)

The 15th of Av is a day where people were celebrating, eating and drinking, marrying and giving in
marriage.

Matthew 24:32-33 “Now learn a parable of the fig tree. When his branch is yet tender and putteth forth leaves, ye
know that summer (is it rapture?) is nigh: so likewise ye, when ye shall see all these things, know that it is near
even at the doors”

Preceding story of the women dancing in the vineyard of Shiloh (gruesome)
http://www.fivedoves.com/letters/july2011/rowina723.htm
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The end of woodcutting too | Ties with Luke 17 

"The day of the breaking of the ax." When the Holy Temple stood in Jerusalem, the annual cutting of firewood for
the altar was concluded on the 15th of Av. The event was celebrated with feasting and rejoicing (as is the custom
upon the conclusion of a holy endeavor) and included a ceremonial breaking of the axes which gave the day its
name.

Do we again have a clue from Luke 17 where Jesus said that people will be BUILDING up until the day of the
Rapture?!?! Although this is talking about the cutting of firewood, axes are also used to cut wood for BUILDING.
The axes were broken on Tu B'Av, meaning no more wood could be cut, ending the BUILDING of anything made
by wood.

Could this be yet ANOTHER clue pointing to Tu B'Av as the last day for BUILDING, the last day for PLANTING,
the last day for MARRYING, and the last day for PARTYING - all 4 of these things were a very significant part of
the Tu B'Av celebrations.

Luke 17:
26 “Just as it was in the days of Noah, so also will it be in the days of the Son of Man. 27 People were eating,
drinking, marrying and being given in marriage up to the day Noah entered the ark. Then the flood came and
destroyed them all.

28 “It was the same in the days of Lot. People were eating and drinking, buying and selling, planting and building.
29 But the day Lot left Sodom, fire and sulfur rained down from heaven and destroyed them all.

The end of sorrow



 

Letter patterns | Full circle 

Tu b'Av is the 15th of Av.  Samekh is the 15th letter in the Hebrew alphabet.
 
  Shown here where it is written as a circle resembling the dance of the maidens on Tu b’Av.



Link to last day of Pesach in rabbinical tradition

The Jewish calendar is so arranged that Tisha B'Av occurs on the same day of the week as does the first day of
Pesach. The Rema states in O.C. 476 that the egg and saltwater at the Pesach Seder are reminders of the
mourning and tears of Tisha B'Av.
Thus, if  Tisha B'Av is connected to the first day of Pesach, then Tu B'Av is like the 7th day of Pesach, the day of
the Splitting of the Reed Sea. 

The Zohar states that on the first day of Pesach, G-d chose Israel as His mate, corresponding to EIRUSIN
(BETROTHAL), and on the 7th day of Pesach at the Sea of Reeds was the NISUIN (MARRIAGE) of G-d and
Israel. 

As Rav Tzadok Hacohen stated, Tu B'Av, the 7th day after Tisha B'Av, corresponds to the 7th day of Pesach, the
day G-d married Israel. In light of the Zohar's teaching, Tu B'Av became a most propitious day to choose one's
marriage mate.
Source and Audio source (final 10 mins) Because Tu B'Av has not happened yet, it is not an official feast day. It's
to be regarded from retrospective light. Events in the past, according to rabbinical tradition, have already been
affected by the future light though. It is a future oriented feast day celebrating the expected full redemption and the
ultimate reunification with God. Tu B'Av is expected to become the greatest of all holidays. The set apart women,
who are more sensitive to future fulfillment are the ones that go out by faith and in great anticipation...The dancing
circle of the women in borrowed white garments (they are in close fellowship) in the vineyard portrays the coming
full circle (reunification with their groom) aware of both beginning and end (resonates with the Alpha and Omega
point on the calendar) in the future (and reflects the moon), like a wedding band (note the musical connotation
too). The moon shines both by herself and fully reflects the direct light of the groom. The future may start
tomorrow.
 

The month of the Father | Av | Making arrangements for a wedding | High point in the calendar (like a
mountain)

In ancient times, the father selected a bride for his son.  It was the father’s will, or desire.  If the rapture occurs in
the month of Av, this would be especially appropriate as “Av” means father and derives from “will” or “desire”!

After the bride was chosen, the son would go away and prepare a house to live in with his new bride.

Shiddukhin refers to the first step in the marriage process - the arraignments preliminary to the legal betrothal. It
was common in ancient Israel of the father of the groom to select a bride for his son.

Biblical Example of Shiddukhin - Genesis 24:1-4

Notice in this passage Abraham - makes arrangements for his son Isaac's wedding. While the father usually had
the responsibility in Abraham's life it was not possible. It was acceptable for the father to delegate this
responsibility by designating a representative - called a shadkhan - marriage broker or matchmaker.

http://www.rabbisprecher.com/articles.php?op=view&id=208
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The next phase of this step was the - Ketubah

Ketubah means - "written" Written in Hebrew as - hbtk. The ketubah was and still is today the - "marriage
contract." The ketubah includes the provisions and conditions of the proposed marriage:

The Mohar - or Bridal Payment

This is sometimes called the Bride price. It is a gift paid by the groom to the bride's family - but ultimately belongs
to the bride. It changed her status and set her free from her parent's household.

The Mikveh - or Ritual Immersion 

This was prior to actually entering into the formal betrothal period, and was symbolic of spiritual cleansing.  It was
common for the bride and groom to separately take a ritual immersion.

"The Hebrew month of Av (or Menachem-Av, the consoler of Av) is the fifth of the twelve months of the Jewish
calendar.

The name Av literally means "father." It derives from the root which means "to will" or "to desire."

It is the month of the "low point" of the Jewish calendar (the 9th of Av, the day of the sin of the spies and the
destruction of both the first and second Temples in Jerusalem) as well as the month of the "high point" of the
Jewish calendar (the 15th of Av--"there are no happier days for Israel than the 15th of Av and Yom HaKippurim"
(Mishnah Ta'anit 26:)--the day of finding one's predestined soul-mate)."  The 15th of Av in 2017 is August 6-7.

As the betrothal includes the blessings of the wine under the huppah, one of the last of Yeshua's actions was to
bless the cup of the New Covenant - the cup of the ketubah hbtk - that contract of marriage. He too stated that He
would not tasted again until a later time, when he would drink at the wedding feast. The image of our betrothal
also answers the question of whether believers can lose their salvation. The Scripture points to the fact that we
are betrothed to the Messiah - we are in that engagement period prior to the wedding:

·        As in any betrothal - the promise is so sure of our wedding that it would take a religious (get) divorce to
nullify the contract.
·        This divorce (get) is only available to the husband.
·        This too is promised by God in Hosea 2:19-20 - He promises that He will betrothal His people to Himself -
forever. Would God          ever divorce His people - (Malachi 2:16) - certainly it is not in His character to divorce.
·        The lesson or implications are quite clear - we are secure in our Messiah's contract with us - we cannot
break it - and He
         promises that He will not break it - (Jn. 10:28).

How is Messiah fulfilling His betrothal obligations? What was the duty of the bridegroom during the period of the
betrothal? To prepare a household for his bride to be. Is this not what He (Yeshua) said He would be doing ?(Jn.
14:1-3). He is fulfilling His part of the betrothal.

Where is the Matan ntm - or bridal gift of love from Messiah - if indeed we are His betrothed. Remember the word
Matan ntm means gift or pledge - in Greek the word is Charismata - gift. In (Eph 1:13-14) Paul tells us that this
pledge or gift - is the Holy Spirit - a promise of love and that He will return for us. Interestingly this pledge was
given at Shavuot (Pentecost) - Acts2:1-4. Could He also be telling us not only of His love but just how He is
fulfilling (Jer 31:33)?

But what of His bride - what is she to be doing? During this one year period - the bride would consecrate herself -
and prepare holy garments for the upcoming marriage. Paul puts this preparation in very clear terms - (Eph 5:25-
27). The bridegroom is making preparations to return for His bride - we need to ask ourselves are we as His
betrothed keeping our garments clean? Are we arrayed in our bridal attire, and keeping our ketubah hbtk -
covenant promises and vows?

The final step in the wedding process is called - Nissuin - the word commons from the Hebrew verb - hsn ( nasa) -
which means , "to carry." This is a graphic description - as the bride would be waiting for her groom to come - to
carry her off to her new home. The period of the betrothal - was a time of great anticipation - as the bride waited
for the arrival of her betrothed. One of the unique features of the Biblical Jewish wedding was the time of the
groom's arrival - it was to be a surprise:

·        The bride took the betrothal seriously - expecting the at the end of the year long period of the betrothal.
·        She knew the approximate timing - but the exact hour or day was uncertain.



·        It was the father of the groom who would give the final approval for the marriage to begin.

The coming of the Bridegroom and the Wedding Begins

Since the time of his arrival was a surprise - the bride and her bridal party were always to be ready - this is the
background of Yeshua's parable (Mat. 25:1-13). It was customary for one of the grooms party to go ahead of the
bridegroom, leading the way to the bride's house - and shout - "Behold, the bridegroom comes." This would be
followed by the sounding of the shofar. At the sounding of the shofar the entire wedding processional would go
through the streets of the city to the bride's house.

Trumpet blown | Last one of the Jewish year | Full moon and third day tomorrow

Psalm 81:3 Blow the trumpet at the time of the New Moon, At the full moon, on our solemn feast day.
The 15th of Av is on a full moon and this is the LAST TRUMPET of the year before the New Year begins for
the Jews in September on Rosh Hashanah. 

Full moon on Tuesday/tomorrow (third day)

3677... Full moon, only two occurrences in the Bible, translated as feast day or time appointed

19 For the goodman is not at home, he is gone a long journey:
20 He hath taken a bag of money with him, and will come home at the day appointed.
Proverbs 7:19
http://biblehub.com/text/proverbs/7-19.htm

Proverbs 7:20
http://biblehub.com/proverbs/7-20.htm
http://biblehub.com/hebrew/3701.htm -  hak-ke-sep̄ / keseph: silver, money
Original Word: ָּכֶּספ
Part of Speech: Noun Masculine
Transliteration: keseph
Phonetic Spelling: (keh'-sef)
Short Definition: silver

http://biblehub.com/hebrew/3677.htm - hak-kê-se, / kese or keseh: full moon
Original Word: ֵּכֶּסא
Part of Speech: Noun Masculine
Transliteration: kese or keseh
Phonetic Spelling: (keh'-seh)
Short Definition: moon

Strong's Exhaustive Concordance
time appointed

Or keceh {keh'-seh}; apparently from kacah; properly, fulness or the full moon, i.e. Its festival -- (time) appointed.

see HEBREW kacah

New moon (not full moon)

Blow up the trumpet in the new moon, in the time appointed, on our solemn feast day.
Psalm 81:3
http://biblehub.com/text/psalms/81-3.htm

3677 KESE OR KESEH... FULL MOON
http://biblehub.com/hebrew/3677.htm

Compared with Strong's 3394 (normal moon) or H3391

Does Psalm 81:3 Mention a “Full Moon”?

By Tim Henry and Norman Edwards
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Psalm 81:3 is a scripture frequently quoted by those striving to keep the Biblical calendar. The Hebrew
word “chodesh” (Strong’s #2320) is used for the month or “new month” in the Bible. Almost every calendar
researcher agrees with that. Most would say a “new month” is the same as a “new moon” and
use moonobservation or calculation to determine the start of a month. Unfortunately, there is no scripture that
clearly says: “you will know when a new month begins because you will see… or because you will calculate…”.
Psalm 81:3 does appear to describe events related to a new moon, but it is not clear how they are related or even
what is related.

Who wants an article that explains why things are unclear? People who want the truth should want this article.
Major portions of calendar systems have been based around this scripture alone. If those system’s assumptions
about this verse are wrong, then the whole system is wrong.

To help understand the problem, we will quote this verse from Green’s Interlinear. We will give the meaning of
each Hebrew word in the order that it appears, followed by its Strong’s number in parentheses:

Blow (8678) in the new moon (2320) the ram’s horn (7782) at the full moon (3677) on day (3177) our feast
(2282).

Some believe that the “new moon” here is the dark moon or first crescent which would be the Feast
of Trumpets (Rosh Hashanah) and that the ram’s horn was also blown on the full moon, which would be the first
day of the Feast of Tabernacles (Num 10:10). However, Numbers 10:10 specifies silver trumpets, and this verse
says “ram’s horn”, though different trumpets may not be an issue. Others claim that Psalm 81:3 proves that the
first day of the month is the same thing as the full moon. This is the most likely meaning of this verse as there is
no “and” connector between the words specifying that they are different events—but Hebrew grammar apparently
allows separate, unconnected events (the ancient Israelites knew when months began, so they understood this
verse).

Unfortunately, the Hebrew word translated “full moon”, kehseh (Strong’s #3677) is of uncertain meaning. It is
completely different than yereach (Strong’s #3394), the normal Hebrew word for “moon”. It only appears twice in
the Bible: Psalm 81:3 (81:4 in Hebrew Bibles) and in Proverbs 7:20, where it is actually spelled slightly differently.
The usage in Proverbs is of little help in figuring out what the word means. Above, it seems the NIV translators
think kehseh means “full moon”, the KJV think it means “time appointed” and the NKJV translators are split half
and half. The Gesenius’ Hebrew-Chaldee Lexicon to the Old Testament (ISBN 0801037360, $22.99 from Christian
Book Distributors) excerpted below, says the root word means “to cover” and should have the sense of “being hid”,
but never “covered with light”. 

This would fit in much better with dark moon, or even first crescent moon calendar research. The translation would
be:

Blow the trumpet on the new moon, at the hidden moon on our solemn feast day.

 Psalm 81:3 Proverbs 7:20

KJV Blow up the trumpet in the new moon, in
the time appointed, on our solemn feast day.

He hath taken a bag of money with him, and
will come home at the day appointed.

Blessings,
Sabine


